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a b s t r a c t 

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) recently released a set of specifications for 

a reference architecture to globally access resources provided by machines over heterogeneous technolo- 

gies in an interoperable way through a RESTful interface. Resources are named through Uniform Resource 

Identifiers (URIs) at the application layer and typically reachable at the network layer through IP connec- 

tivity. Such an approach can be used also to access extremely resource-constrained devices, provided that 

lightweight interactions with a gateway, remotely exposing their resources, are granted. Among potential 

alternatives to support communication between the gateway and such constrained devices, we investigate 

the Information-Centric Networking (ICN) paradigm, gaining momentum in the future Internet research 

arena. It differs from the host-centric IP networking in that it cares for the content to retrieve instead of 

the device hosting it. By directly using content names at the network layer and a receiver-driven com- 

munication, ICN well fits the requirements of many machine-to-machine (M2M) applications that are 

information-centric in nature and rely on a publish-subscribe service model. 

In this paper, we propose an ICN-based solution to be deployed on top of constrained devices whose 

named resources are exposed at a wide area scope by an M2M gateway. The proposal aims at ensuring 

easy interoperability with ETSI M2M specifications, thus allowing remote applications to access the re- 

sources of ICN-enabled nodes. To showcase the viability of our proposal, a test-bed has been deployed 

leveraging low-cost devices for home automation. Experimental results confirm a good performance in 

terms of device resources consumption, easiness of implementation and latency of communication. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Machine-to-machine (M2M) communications aim at connecting

evices that operate autonomously , i.e., without human inter-

ention, and enable numerous services in smart contexts such

s smart home, smart grid, smart transportation, among many

thers [1] . 

M2M systems are typically composed of devices equipped with

ensors and actuators, organized in a M2M Area Network, whose

esources can be accessed by local and remote applications (di-

ectly or through a gateway). Machines can be constrained with

espect to energy, computation, storage, and bandwidth [2] . As a

esult, M2M Area Networks usually require low-power low-rate ra-

io technologies (e.g., Bluetooth, IEEE 802.15.4) and ad-hoc defined

ightweight networking and upper-layer protocols. 
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So far, different vertical M2M solutions have been designed

eparately for different application domains, thus hindering inter-

perability and large-scale deployment [1] . To facilitate the stan-

ardization process and limit the gap between M2M architectural

roposals, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute 

ETSI) released a set of specifications for a common M2M service

latform. It is based on a RESTful (REpresentational State Transfer)

pproach with open interfaces that enable the deployment of ser-

ices independently of the underlying technologies [3] . 

The ETSI M2M model is today embraced by many commercial

latforms (e.g., ThingSpeak, Nimbits, EVERYTHNG [1] ) and by the

neM2M Initiative , an international partnership project currently

ctive to define a globally applicable, access-independent M2M

orizontal service layer specification [4] . The OM2M project has

een also proposed as an ETSI-compliant platform for M2M inter-

perability [5] . 

Since the Internet today provides IP-based connectivity, the

endency followed by ETSI M2M is to couple the RESTful paradigm,

hich addresses resources at the application layer via Universal

esource Identifiers (URIs), with the IP protocol, to ensure global
orking for M2M communications: Design and deployment, Com- 
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access to services and information. The strengths of IP are uni-

versally well-known, however its flexibility is achieved through

extensions conceived to cope with the demands of emerging M2M

scenarios, e.g., resource-constrained devices require IP protocol

adaptations like 6LoWPAN [6] . 

In parallel, the research community is also exploring alternative

networking solutions for the future Internet. One of the most at-

tractive proposal is Information-Centric Networking (ICN), whose

benefits have been evaluated both in the core network [7] and in

different wireless environments [8] . Lately, it showed high poten-

tial also in M2M systems [9] . In ICN, resources are identified by

unique and persistent names, which are directly used by routers

for search and provisioning operations in the network. This is a

fundamental departure from the IP-based approach, where com-

munication is host-centric, being based on the IP addresses of

source and destination nodes. 

ICN well matches the information-centric pattern of many M2M

applications (e.g., measured data reports from meters in the smart

grid, monitored temperature values in the smart home), which care

about what data to retrieve (or service to request) instead of which

node to connect to [9] . Through flexible name-based primitives,

ICN would simplify M2M data/service access and facilitate the

support of not only single consumer/single source interactions, but

also group-based communications with multiple consumers/multiple

sources interactions. The latter ones are typical in M2M systems,

e.g., multiple stakeholders retrieving home energy measurements,

multiple home sensors providing temperature values. 

Recent works have evaluated the real applicability of ICN in lo-

cal M2M scenarios, e.g., building automation [10] , energy manage-

ment in a smart home [11] . Large-scale deployment and evaluation

of clean-slate M2M-ICN systems are however currently infeasible,

since the global connectivity is IP-based. To allow remote applica-

tions to access resources of M2M-ICN devices, a convenient solu-

tion would deploy interworking proxy capabilities in special network

nodes that connect the ICN and the IP domains, i.e., in the gateway

connecting an M2M-ICN Area Network with the Internet. 

In this paper, by elaborating on the concept of interworking

proxy , we deploy a communication framework that enables inter-

actions between remote consumer applications and the resources

in an M2M-ICN Area Network. The approach exploits some simi-

larities between the ICN name-based access to resources and the

ETSI RESTful logic. In both cases, application-level identifiers (URI

or names) are used to fetch the resources, but in ICN a name does

not need to be mapped into the IP address of the node owning

the resource. In the proposed functional architecture, the Gateway

exposes the resources available in the M2M-ICN Area Network by

following the ETSI M2M name structure, and the remote applica-

tions follow the well-defined procedures to access them [3] . Then

the Gateway translates the incoming requests into ICN messages to

be forwarded to the M2M devices to retrieve resources (or trigger

actions) in the M2M Area Network. ICN names are designed ac-

cording to the ETSI M2M name structure, thus facilitating the im-

plementation of the proxy capability in the Gateway. At the same

time, we customize the ICN primitives to support low-overhead

lightweight communications in the M2M Area Network. 

The viability of the proposed framework is assessed through

an experimental test-bed leveraging extremely resource-poor de-

vices in a smart home domain, as a representative M2M use case.

Indeed, M2M communications may play a major role in houses,

where automation of some processes appears essential in many

home-related sectors such as comfort, health, security, energy ef-

ficiency, etc. Results demonstrate that ICN is an attractive solution

in M2M contexts. 

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first tentative

of designing and providing evidence of an M2M system that sup-
Please cite this article as: M. Amadeo et al., Information-centric netw

puter Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.
orts communication on a global scale and benefits from both ICN

ommunication and the ETSI M2M standardization efforts. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

ection 2 provides an overview of M2M communications based

n the ETSI M2M architecture. Section 3 introduces the ICN

aradigm along with a description of the main related litera-

ure. Section 4 describes our proposed M2M-ICN framework;

ection 5 details the experimental test-bed that showcases the

iability of the conceived framework. Performance evaluation is

eported in Section 6 . Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper. 

. ETSI M2M architecture 

.1. Basic model 

The reference ETSI M2M functional architecture in [3] consists

t high-level of two main parts, namely the Device and Gateway

omain and the Network Domain . As shown in Fig. 1 , in the Device

nd Gateway Domain, M2M devices can run M2M Device Applica-

ion(s) (DAs) using M2M Service Capabilities. They can be directly

onnected to the Network Domain via the access network, or are

onnected to a Gateway through an M2M Area Network. The Gate-

ay acts as a proxy between M2M Devices and the Network Do-

ain and manages authentication, authorization, management, and

rovisioning procedures through its M2M Service Capabilities. The

etwork Domain includes the Access and Core Network together

ith M2M Service Capabilities, Network Applications (NAs) and a

et of management functions. 

The Service Capability Layer (SCL) includes the set of common

unctions to enable M2M communications between different enti-

ies. An SCL is therefore deployed on networks (NSCL), gateways

GSCL) and devices (DSCL), while reference points ( mIa , dIa , mId in

ig. 1 ) based on open Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)

re specified that offer generic and extendible mechanisms for in-

eractions between different SCLs and between Applications and

CLs [12] . A central role in the system is maintained by the NSCL,

hich is involved in mutual SCLs authentication, registration of

As and D/GSCLs, resource discovery, subscriptions and provision-

ng operations. 

.2. Resource representation and management 

ETSI M2M adopts a RESTful style to define how Applications

nd/or SCLs exchange information with each other. The REST

aradigm implies a client/server model and is based on the no-

ion of resource : anything in the system that can be named and

ddressed can be a resource, e.g., data, services. 

ETSI M2M addresses all the resources residing in the SCLs by in-

roducing a hierarchical tree which models the structure of the re-

ources, the relationships between them and their properties, such

s registered SCLs, registered applications, access rights, subscrip-

ions. The same tree structure applies to resources in NSCL, GSCL

nd DSCL. As shown in Fig. 2 , the root for all resources on a host-

ng SCL is called 〈 sclBase 〉 and includes a set of child resources,

.g., a collection of 〈 scl 〉 resources representing remote SCLs with

hich the hosting SCL is registered to. 

As a result, resources are uniquely addressable and identifiable

ia URIs, which are obtained by concatenating the name com-

onents in the hierarchical tree. Resources are transferred and

anipulated by the CRUD ( Create , Retrieve , Update , and Delete )

erbs over different transport protocols, e.g., Hyper Text Trans-

er Protocol (HTTP). Two additional verbs are also considered in

2M: (i) Notify , to report a resource change as a consequence of

 subscription, (ii) Execute , to execute a management command/

ask. 
orking for M2M communications: Design and deployment, Com- 
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Fig. 1. ETSI M2M functional architecture [3] . 

Fig. 2. Structure of < sclBase > resource tree [3] . 
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In general, the access to M2M resources from consumer ap-

lications can be handled in two main ways: request-response

nd publish-subscribe . The request-response scheme enables syn-

hronous interactions: the issuer sends a request and receives

he information in a response message. In the publish-subscribe

cheme, the issuer subscribes to a resource and is notified of the

esource status periodically or when it changes. Thanks to the

efinition of the 〈 subscription 〉 resource in the hierarchical tree,

ublish-subscribe mechanisms are standardized by the ETSI M2M

rchitecture, which denotes an active subscription to the resource

dentified by a resourceURI with the name: 〈 resourceURI 〉 / sub-
Please cite this article as: M. Amadeo et al., Information-centric netw

puter Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.
criptions / 〈 subscription 〉 and includes several attributes like expi-

ationTime and minimalTimeBetweenNotifications . 

.3. The case of constrained devices 

By standardizing the structure of resources that reside on SCLs

nd the procedures for handling them, ETSI M2M enables the de-

elopment of M2M services with a global scope and in presence of

eterogeneous devices. Resource-constrained nodes unable to im-

lement the SCL are reachable through the Gateway, which ex-

oses all the available resources to the NSCL. 

Thanks to the RESTful approach, a binding between the de-

ned M2M REST resources/primitives and the HTTP REST re-

ources/methods can be easily done [12] . Similarly, a mapping

an be performed with the Constrained Application Protocol

CoAP), which has been standardized to introduce the web ser-

ice paradigm into low power and lossy networks with constrained

evices [13] . 

A rough taxonomy of constrained devices, according to their de-

ice capabilities, can be found in [14] : class 0 , class 1 , class 2 , in in-

reasing complexity order. Class 0 devices due to memory or pro-

ramming limitations (RAM � 10 KiB, Flash � 100 KiB) will par-

icipate in Internet communications with the help of larger devices

cting as proxies, gateways, or servers. Class 1 devices are quite

onstrained in processing capabilities, they cannot easily talk to

ther Internet nodes employing standard protocol stack (based on

TTP) and use CoAP over the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Class

 devices are basically capable of supporting most of the same pro-

ocol stacks as used on laptops and servers. 

ETSI M2M also considers non-compliant devices (e.g., nodes

ithout REST/IP connectivity) and allows them to connect by us-

ng an interworking proxy capability, which can be located in the

CL of an interfacing node, e.g., the Gateway in Fig. 3 . However,

nterworking proxy capabilities are out of the scope of the stan-

ardization document [3] . 

In this paper, we focus on extremely constrained devices (i.e.,

lass 0 ) and implement for them a lightweight protocol stack based

n ICN. The Gateway runs the GIP functionality so ICN devices can

articipate to the ETSI M2M system. One of the target of this work

s indeed the GIP implementation to enable interactions between
orking for M2M communications: Design and deployment, Com- 
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Fig. 3. Deployment scenario with Gateway Interworking Proxy (GIP) capability. 
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ICN and ETSI M2M systems and show the ICN potential within a

global standardized architecture. 

3. ICN for M2M communications 

ICN in a nutshell. ICN is a new communication paradigm cen-

tered around content names: an ICN consumer application requests

a content by directly using the content name, and the request

is routed in the network until the content is found. The content

packet transmitted by the producer carries a correspondent unique

and persistent name and some information for security purposes.

As a result, in-network caching is extremely facilitated, by letting

potentially every network element cache the data packets that tra-

verse it, so that they will be available to serve future requests. By

doing so, asynchronous communication is enabled that effectively

decouples consumers and producers. 

Related work. Originally proposed for content dissemination in

the Internet, today ICN is an appealing solution also in other do-

mains, including Internet of Things (IoT) [15–17] and M2M [9] .

In fact, by enabling direct name-based routing and in-network

caching, ICN (i) does not need resolution systems that trans-

late application-level names into IP addresses, (ii) simplifies and

speeds up resource discovery and delivery, and (iii) well-matches

information-centric applications. 

So far, a few recent works considered ICN in local M2M sce-

narios, e.g., to enable building automation systems [10,18,19] and

smart energy management [11] . Specifically, in [10] , the initial

design of a secure Building Management System is presented,

with focus on a data sensor acquisition system that implements

encryption-based access control. The system uses a proprietary

protocol for the communication between sensors and the gateway

that collects the sensing data. The gateway publishes data in ICN

repositories and responds to requests of authorized users. 

In [18] , the initial design of an ICN based homenet is presented

with a focus on naming and service configuration. The ICN logic

is only in the home gateway and interior routers, i.e., the power-

ful nodes, but not in the sensors. A comparison against an IPv6-

based home network shows that ICN significantly reduces the traf-

fic overhead. The case of securing a lighting control system running

over ICN is discussed in [19] . The proposed framework includes a

configuration manager , which assigns fixtures and applications their

namespace and identity, represented by a unique public/private

key pair; and an authorization manager , which determines the ap-

plications allowed to access each fixture, signs applications’ public

keys and issues signed access control lists. 

An ICN-based system for home energy management services

called iHEMS is presented in [11] . The work defines a set of se-

cure publish/subscribe primitives built on top of ICN to exchange

environment sensing and power data. 

The potentialities of ICN in a large scale M2M scenario is dis-

cussed in [9] , where a smart grid domain is considered. A high-

level architecture is proposed where ICN forms a publish/subscribe
Please cite this article as: M. Amadeo et al., Information-centric netw

puter Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.
verlay network that includes end-systems (e.g., phasor measure-

ent units, control centers) and special network nodes which

ct as rendezvous point and organize information in location-

ndependent topics. A feasibility study simulating a real power dis-

ribution network in the Netherlands demonstrates the ability of

CN to disseminate topic-based information with low latency. 

A first work that introduces ICN in the ETSI M2M architecture is

n [20] , where the authors conceive the idea of an ICN-based Over-

ay Service Capability Layer that improves the NSCL functions by

ealizing distributed service discovery, peer-to-peer subscription,

ata exchange and Quality of Service (QoS) monitoring. 

Our work differs from [20] since we do not alter the ETSI M2M

rchitecture, but we define a new GIP capability to allow interop-

rability with an ICN M2M Area Network. The resulting framework

llows remote NAs registered to the NSCL to interact with con-

trained devices through light ICN primitives following a demand-

esponse or a publish/subscribe model. 

. Extending the ETSI M2M architecture with ICN principles 

.1. Basics 

In our study we consider an M2M Area Network, where

esource-constrained devices, equipped with a low-power wireless

ccess technology, e.g., IEEE 802.15.4, expose their services through

n M2M Gateway. We rely on ICN as a networking technology be-

ween the devices and the Gateway, which also implements the

IP functionality and the GSCL to communicate with the ETSI M2M

etwork Domain. 

Among several information-centric architectures [7] , we refer to

amed Data Networking (NDN) [21] for the design of the M2M-ICN

ayer. Indeed, NDN offers im portant f eatures that facilitate inter-

orking with ETSI M2M systems. 

First, NDN uses hierarchical, sometimes user-friendly, names-

aces to name resources. NDN names are URI-like strings with a

ariable number of components and virtually unbounded lengths.

his implies that NDN names can be built that match the ETSI

2M resource tree structure described in Section 2.2 . 

Second, NDN facilitates wireless networking because communi-

ation is just based on two packet types, Interest and Data , used

espectively to request by name the content and transfer it. Inter-

sts are usually broadcasted over the wireless medium [22] , thus

ny node holding the Data can answer the request. 

Third, NDN natively supports multi-consumer communication

hrough Interest aggregation and Data caching. Specifically, each

ode maintains three tables: the Content Store (CS), used for

aching incoming Data, the Forwarding Information Base (FIB),

sed to route Interests, and the Pending Interest Table (PIT), used

o track the forwarded (and not yet satisfied) Interests and the ar-

ival interface(s), thus Data can be sent back to the requester(s).

he M2M Gateway, which bridges the local network to the Inter-

et, can receive queries or subscriptions from many external con-

umer applications interested in the same data (e.g., the house

wner and the smart grid stakeholders interested in energy con-

umption data). Interests with the same name can be aggregated

n the PIT of the Gateway and transmitted only once, thus limit-

ng the number of accesses to the device and saving network and

nergy resources. Moreover, requests can be also satisfied by using

he Data cached in the CS of the Gateway, if not stale, so to reduce

he interaction with constrained devices. 

Multi-source communications (i.e., to target more resources si-

ultaneously with a single Interest, instead of transmitting multi-

le separate requests) can be also handled by NDN, provided that

ame conventions and packet processing rules are defined [23] . 

In the following, we present our communication framework

y describing (i) the design of the NDN naming scheme for
orking for M2M communications: Design and deployment, Com- 
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2M communications, (ii) the design of NDN multi-source com-

unications, (iii) the interactions between remote NAs and NDN

onstrained-devices across the ETSI M2M systems. 

.2. Naming scheme 

According to the ETSI M2M specifications, each DA, running in

evices able to host an SCL, is modeled as a resource, identified

y a unique name and associated with a set of hierarchically or-

anized sub-resources, e.g., each content produced by the applica-

ion can be identified by the string: / applications / 〈 app 〉 / containers /

 container 〉 / contentInstances / 〈 instance 〉 . 
In our proposal, NDN names could be defined according

o the ETSI M2M hierarchical tree and directly used to fetch

ata by leveraging the Interest/Data exchange. For instance, in a

mart home, the Gateway could ask for the current value of the

emperature in the kitchen by sending an Interest with name:

applications/TemperatureSensing/containers/kitchen/contentInstances/ 

urrentValue . 

However, it is worth noticing that some M2M access technolo-

ies (e.g., IEEE 802.15.4) support small payloads and names should

e maintained thin to avoid packet fragmentation and limit the

oad on constrained devices. 

To this aim, we define an NDN namespace characterized by

hort, abbreviated names that can be used locally and, on the oc-

urrence, easily mapped into ETSI M2M names to enable interac-

ions with the external Network Domain. 

The proposed naming scheme is application-specific and cur-

ently designed to support simple services offered by sensors

nd actuators in a local environment. Basically, each sensor in

ur scenario is provided with a sensing DA (sDA), whose only

ask is to generate a single type of measurement in response

o a query (request-response pattern) or a subscription (publish-

ubscribe pattern). 

An actuator, instead, executes a set of elementary actions, like

witch-on and switch-off an appliance. The Gateway sends com-

ands in Interest packets by using proper names that concatenate

he identifier of the actuation DA (aDA) and the action type. There-

ore, the namespace must codify not only the names of DAs, but

lso every resource related to them. 

As regards the namespace setting, we assume that the DA name

s composed of two parts: (i) a two-component principal prefix

hat describes the general application task, e.g., sense/temp , ac-

ion/airConditioning , and (ii) a set of subsequent components that

urther qualify the application, e.g., the location. The principal pre-

x can be shared by different devices, e.g., there are many tem-

erature sensors in a house, but the concatenation of all the name

omponents uniquely identifies a DA in the local environment. For

nstance, in a home network, the sDA that reports the tempera-

ure in the kitchen can be named as sense/temp/kitchen , while the

DA that reports the temperature in the bedroom can be named as

ense/temp/bedroom . 

Each DA-related resource is identified by the DA name followed

y other components that characterize the resource, e.g., the tem-

erature in the kitchen in a specific time instant can be identified

y the name sense/temp/kitchen/data/ 〈 timestamp 〉 , the command

or switching-off the air conditioning in the kitchen can be defined

s action/airConditioning/kitchen/command/ 〈 off〉 . 
The namespace is assigned to devices during the registration

rocedure with the Gateway. 

.3. Multi-source communications 

In addition to the perfect name matching that allows to query

 specific DA, we define name conventions that enable a Gateway-

nitiated procedure for multi-source communications in the M2M
Please cite this article as: M. Amadeo et al., Information-centric netw

puter Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.
rea Network. This would allow the Gateway to query more de-

ices with a single Interest, with consequent advantages in terms

f reduced traffic and overhead. 

To this purpose, we introduce in the designed namespace the

ildcard character “∗” as part of the resource name to be carried

n the multi-source Interest. The “∗” character is used as a name

omponent to indicate “all resources that share the parts of the name

receding and/or following the ∗ character ”. 

Without loss of generality, DAs can be grouped (i) logically

ased on offered resources, or (ii) physically based on their loca-

ion. 

For instance, the common need to retrieve many sensing pa-

ameters at once (e.g., temperature, humidity, energy consumption)

n a given location, e.g., a room in a house, could be supported by

ending an Interest packet with name e.g., sense/ ∗/kitchen to ob-

ain the data from all sensors in the kitchen. The first name com-

onent, sense , in fact, identifies the first part of the application’s

rincipal prefix; the second name component would identify the

ensing data type (e.g., temperature, humidity), but in this case the

ildcard character is used to indicate any type of sensing; finally,

he third component identifies the location, i.e., the kitchen. 

If the Gateway intends to retrieve the temperature data from all

he rooms in the house to decide if switching-on the heating sys-

em, it will send only one Interest with the name /sense/temp/ ∗/ .

uch name identifies all DAs that use the prefix /sense/temp/ , wher-

ver they are located. The third component of the name would

epresent a location parameter, e.g., kitchen, bedroom, but the

ildcard character is used in this case to indicate any location .

herefore, when receiving the Interest, all temperature sensors de-

loyed in the house will answer to the request. 

It is worth noticing that also in the vanilla NDN, thanks to the

ongest-prefix matching rule, all sensors sharing the name pre-

x /sense/temp could reply with a Data packet upon receiving an

nterest with name /sense/temp . However, the 1-to-1 Interest-Data

atching of vanilla NDN does not allow to collect data from mul-

iple sources with the one Interest. In fact, with NDN a pending

ntry is deleted from the PIT upon the first Data packet arrival,

nd successive Data packets matching the same Interest are conse-

uently discarded. Here, instead, we disable the PIT entry deletion

pon receiving a Data packet as a reply to a multi-source Inter-

st. The deletion is associated to a timeout, set large enough to ac-

ommodate the replies from the queried devices, whose number is

nown in advance thanks to a preliminary registration procedure. 

Examples for the two types of Interest/Data exchanges are

hown in Fig. 4 . 

.4. Resource access via ETSI M2M 

Services offered by DAs in the M2M Area Network can be ac-

essed by an external NA provided that the Gateway is registered

o the NSCL and maintains the resources representation in the

SCL. The GIP functionality in the Gateway translates NDN names

nto ETSI M2M names (and vice-versa), while the GSCL follows

he standard ETSI hierarchical tree representation to expose the re-

ources. Thanks to the designed namespace, translation rules, im-

lemented by the GIP, are quite easy, as discussed in the following.

As shown in Fig. 5 , we assume that the principal prefix of the

A name is used as application identifier in the GSCL, while sub-

equent name components are mapped as sub-resources, e.g., con-

ainers, subscriptions, contentInstances. This implies, for instance,

hat all the temperature sensing applications in a smart home are

laced under the senseTemp application resource name, while the

ocation name component is treated as a container sub-resource.

ence, if an NA wants to be notified about the temperature values

n a room, it can subscribe to a content instance of the senseTemp

pplication, by following the standard ETSI M2M routines. Then,
orking for M2M communications: Design and deployment, Com- 
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Fig. 4. Interest/Data exchange with the wildcard option set to query devices ac- 

cording to the offered resources (a) and to their physical location (b). 
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l  
the Gateway translates the subscription into an Interest packet and

enables the indirect communication between the temperature sen-

sors and the NA. 

In our design, we use long-lived Interest 1 as subscription pack-

ets: when an NA wants to subscribe to a resource, the Gateway

sends an Interest with a name composed of the resource name and

a set of subscription attributes defined by ETSI M2M: /resource-

Name/subscription/subscriptionAttribute1/.../subscriptionAttributeN . 

Currently, as mandatory attributes of the subscription, we con-

sider the exprTime , which is the validity time of the subscription,

and the typology , which can be periodic or persistent . A periodic

subscription enables the device to periodically send the data (the

time period between subsequent measurements is specified in the

Interest), while a persistent subscription enables the device to send

the data whenever a modification of the measured parameter (or

event) occurs. 

As an example, the subscription to obtain temperature data

from the sensor in the kitchen at every 5 minutes for 60 minutes

will be: /sense/temp/kitchen/sub/exprTime/60/periodic/5 . A subscrip-

tion Interest remains active in the PIT of the Gateway until the ex-

piration time, thus allowing the reception of multiple Data from

the producer DA. Then it can be renovated or deleted. 
1 The term long-lived means that the Interest has a longer validity time w.r.t. the 

legacy Interest that retrieves only a single Data packet. The validity time corre- 

sponds to the subscription time. 

i  

l  

s

Please cite this article as: M. Amadeo et al., Information-centric netw
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The entire procedure is shown in Fig. 6 , which describes the

ubscription to a content reporting temperature values in the

itchen. 

The simpler case of synchronous request-response communica-

ions can be of course implemented, where the single query from

 NA is converted in a legacy Interest packet, without the subscrip-

ion attributes. 

The case of multi-source communications can be also easily im-

lemented. In fact, ETSI M2M defines the so-called group resource

o identify and access groups of resources with a single query.

hanks to the proposed names conventions, a group-based query

rom a NA can be translated into a multi-source Interest in the

2M Area Network. 

. The deployed Test-bed 

To showcase the viability of the proposed framework we built

 demonstrator that implements a smart home system, as the one

epicted in Fig. 7 , with off-the-shelf low cost devices. A remote NA

etrieves information about the home environment by leveraging

he ETSI M2M framework augmented with ICN functionalities in

he M2M Area Network. 

Details about the hardware and software modules are provided

n the following. 

Devices features. The Gateway is implemented over a Rasp-

erry Pi device [24] , which is a single-board computer equipped

ith a SD memory card, an Ethernet interface and a XBee [25] ex-

ernal interface, which is IEEE 802.15.4e compliant [26] . M2M de-

ices are temperature and humidity sensors attached to open-

ource Arduino micro-controller boards [27] (as representatives of

lass 0 devices) including XBee shields for communications with

he Raspberry Pi. The choice to use Arduino for prototyping is be-

ause it is a highly flexible and cost-effective solution, providing a

rocessor core, memory and input/output peripherals, that can be

ttached to any variety of sensors. Each M2M device is one-hop

ar away from the Gateway. The NA runs over a remote Desktop-

C, which also hosts a web interface to explore and monitor the

2M resources. Finally, a workstation is used to host the NSCL. 

Table 1 details the hardware features of M2M devices and the

ateway. 

M2M-NDN implementation. The OM2M open source imple-

entation of the ETSI M2M standard 

2 is used to deploy GSCL and

SCL modules, running over the Gateway and the workstation, re-

pectively. Such modules are not modified, but an interworking

unction (i.e., the GIP) is implemented in the Gateway to enable

he communication between the GSCL and the NDN network, as it

ill be clarified in the following. 

In the M2M Home Area Network, the M2M devices and the

ateway run a customized lightweight NDN ( lNDN ) implemen-

ation, (called lNDN-arduino and lNDN-java , respectively), for in-

ome communications over IEEE 802.15.4. We originally devised

NDN in [28] to implement the basic NDN Interest and Data gen-

ration and processing; here it has been extended to support the

2M-ICN routines and features discussed in the previous section,

.e., the DA namespace, group-based (multi-source) communica-

ions with the wildcard option, request-response and subscription-

ased delivery. 

The implemented lNDN-arduino for the M2M device is a C/C++

ibrary providing an abstract method that is customized depend-

ng on the sensor/actuator hardware characteristics. Vice versa, the

NDN-java library is written in Java and it can run over Linux-based

ystems. 
2 OM2M project available at http://eclipse.org/proposals/technology.om2m/ . 

orking for M2M communications: Design and deployment, Com- 
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Fig. 5. Translation of NDN names in the ETSI M2M format in a smart home. 
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The standard OM2M GSCL implementation at the Gateway is

ugmented with the newly defined GIP functionalities, targeting

he interworking between the NDN-based M2M Home Area Net-

ork and the ETSI M2M system. The GIP module (i) creates a de-

criptor of the home resources in the GSCL by following the ETSI

2M URI format to make them accessible from remote NAs, and

ii) translates the ETSI M2M messages based on CRUD verbs into

DN packets and vice versa. For instance, when an NA requires

he temperature in the kitchen with a Retrieve message carrying

he ETSI M2M URI of the requested resource, the GIP translates it

nto an Interest packet targeting the kitchen temperature resource.

hen the named data is received, the GIP creates a response mes-

age containing the retrieved information and sends it back to the

A. 

Fig. 8 summarizes the software modules implemented in the

ateway and in the Arduino board. The XBee-arduino [29] and

Bee-API [30] libraries provide basic routines to let the Arduino

oard and the Raspberry device, respectively, interact with XBee

adios. 

. Performance assessment 

In this Section we report some experimental results obtained

ver the deployed test-bed to assess the performance of the pro-

osed lNDN modules and the resulting integration with the ETSI

2M system. 

Since a major contribution of our proposal is the support

f NDN group-based communications in the M2M Area Net-
Please cite this article as: M. Amadeo et al., Information-centric netw

puter Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.
ork, the experiments also compare the data collection perfor-

ance when using the legacy NDN one Interest-one-Data exchange

nd the multi-source data retrieval based on the designed name

onventions. 

For the sake of completeness, an IP-compliant solution has

een also assessed as benchmarking. To this purpose, the Arduino

oards were equipped with an IPv6 stack ported from the Con-

iki operating system, Arduino- μIPv6Stack [31] . Such implementa-

ion has been conceived with a reduced set of CoAP functionalities

o keep an ultra small memory footprint, hence not natively de-

loying advanced features like group-based communications. 

It is worth remarking that, according to [13] , CoAP supports

roup-based communications. However, this requires additional

ignaling for the join/leave operation of each producer to the mul-

icast group and for allocation of the group’s URI. Our NDN with

ildcard Interest solution, instead, easily allows groups to be cre-

ted without additional signaling, thanks to the expressiveness and

ranularity of the conceived naming scheme. 

.1. Implementation footprint 

First, our analysis aims to measure the footprint of the software

mplemented in the extremely resource-constrained M2M devices

nd in the Gateway. 

.1.1. M2M devices analysis 

Table 2 shows the memory, ROM and RAM, sizes of the lNDN-

rduino binary and of the IP-based implementation. 
orking for M2M communications: Design and deployment, Com- 
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Fig. 6. Subscription procedure in a smart home: an NA subscribes to obtain the temperature in the kitchen. 

Fig. 7. Reference scenario. 

Table 1 

Hardware features of M2M Gateway (Raspberry Pi) and M2M devices (Arduino). 

Feature Raspberry Pi Arduino 

CPU ARM1176JZF-S ATmega 2560 

Clock speed 700 MHz 16 MHz 

Storage type Micro SD Flash Memory 

Storage Max 32GB 256 KB 

RAM 256 MB 8 KB 
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Results show that the lNDN-arduino footprint is significantly

lower compared to the Arduino- μIPv6Stack (more than halved, both

in terms of ROM and RAM). This is mainly because of the huge IP-
Please cite this article as: M. Amadeo et al., Information-centric netw

puter Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.
ased stack load, i.e., CoAP/UDP/6LoWPAN. Our proposal, instead,

uns directly over the layer 2 (there is no need for the IP stack). 

Such results, proving that the proposed approach is lightweight,

onfirm its viability and encourage us to go more deeply into its

erformance assessment. 

Table 3 reports the processing time of common operations on

he deployed lNDN-arduino , after the reception of the Interest: (i)

ame matching success , which includes the time needed to per-

orm a successful name matching; (ii) name matching failure , which

ncludes the time needed to perform the name check when no

atching is found. It is worth noticing that both time values are

lmost negligible. In particular, in case of name matching failure,

he device can soon go back to the sleep mode operation, so to

ave battery. 
orking for M2M communications: Design and deployment, Com- 
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Fig. 8. Software modules implemented in the M2M Gateway (a) and in the Arduino 

board (b). 

Table 2 

M2M devices: memory footprint. 

Library ROM RAM 

lNDN-arduino 12 .096 KB 795 bytes 

Arduino- μIPv6Stack 34 .972 KB 3.690 KB 

Table 3 

M2M devices: processing footprint. 

Library Action type Time[ μsec] 

lNDN-arduino Name matching success 0 .358 

Name matching failure 0 .266 
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Fig. 9. M2M Gateway: footprint of the implemented software modules. 
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.1.2. Gateway analysis 

Results in Fig. 9 report the CPU and RAM allocations at the

ateway for the deployed modules, i.e., GSCL, lNDN-java , XBee-API.

or the sake of completeness, the footprint of the Java Virtual Ma-

hine (JVM), needed to run java software, is also reported. 

It can be observed that most of the CPU consumption has to

e ascribed to the XBee-API module, while the lNDN-java module

ncurs a negligible load, especially if compared to the heavier GSCL

odule. 

Overall, the proposed solution can be easily deployed over the

aspberry device, although it is not a high-end node, which is ex-

ected to be dedicated to smart home monitoring tasks. 

.2. Data delivery performance 

To study the performance of data delivery in our integrated ETSI

2M-ICN system, we consider two different experiments: 

• First, we focus on the data retrieval from the perspective of a

remote application and show the information visualized via the

OM2M web interface; 

• Second, we deepen the analysis in the M2M Area Network

by considering group-based communications and evaluate two

performance metrics: the data collection time and the energy
consumption at the M2M devices. (  

Please cite this article as: M. Amadeo et al., Information-centric netw

puter Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.
In our scenario, the GSCL running on the home Gateway regis-

ers with the NSCL and makes accessible to the NAs a set of sens-

ng applications able to report environmental parameters. Specifi-

ally, the house consists of five rooms (i.e., kitchen, bedroom1, bed-

oom2, bathroom, living), physically coincident with our laboratory

acilities, and each one holds an M2M device provided with a tem-

erature and a humidity sensor. Therefore, each M2M device hosts

he so-called senseTemp and senseHumidity applications, following

he DA namespace conventions described in Section 4.2 . The re-

ources exposed by the GSCL are identified by URIs, in the ETSI

2M format, and represented in a hierarchical tree. 

After registering to the NSCL, an NA discovers the services

osted at the GSCL. 

In the first experiment, we assume that the GSCL exposes only

he sDAs (senseTemp, senseHumidity) in the kitchen, as shown in

igure 10 . The NA sends a Retrieve message to obtain the temper-

ture value, which is visualized as a response data in the OM2M

eb interface, as shown in Fig. 11 . 

The processing time required by the GIP to translate the Retrieve

essage into an NDN Interest (and vice-versa) is negligible com-

ared to the retrieval delay, thanks to the similarities between the

ierarchical names. The measured retrieval delay consists of two

ain factors: (i) the round-trip-time between the Gateway and the

esktop-PC hosting the NA (about 100 ms ) and (ii) the round-trip-

ime between the Gateway and the M2M device (about 140 ms). 

In the second experiment, centered around the multi-source

ata retrieval, we refer to the groups resource in the GSCL hierar-

hical tree. The NA sends a Retrieve message to obtain all the avail-

ble temperature data from the house. When the collection is com-

leted, the Gateway sends back the retrieved content. Again, from

he user high-level perspective, the time to process the request and

uild the ETSI M2M Response packet is almost negligible compared

o the retrieval delay. We compare the communication in the M2M

rea Network in the following NDN cases: 

• The legacy NDN Interest/Data exchange, where an Interest packet

retrieves a single Data packet; this implies that Interests must

be sent by the Gateway in a round-robin scheme for each named

resource , individually. 

• The proposed multi-source retrieval, which retrieves all the tem-

perature data with a single Interest, thanks to the proposed

name conventions. 

Results are also reported for the IP-based protocol suite

COAP/UDP/6LoWPAN), with the Arduino- μIPv6Stack installed on
orking for M2M communications: Design and deployment, Com- 
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Fig. 10. GSCL resource tree visualized with the OM2M web interface. 

Fig. 11. The requested temperature value (25.5 °C) is visualized via the OM2M web 

interface. 
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3 The communication occurs through standard Arduino serial commands, with a 

maximum baud rate of 115200 bps. 
M2M devices. Being our study focused on assessing the prelimi-

nary viability and deployability of the proposed M2M solution, se-

curity features are not implemented in neither case. 

We vary the number of M2M devices (i.e., the temperature sen-

sors acting as producers) available in the test-bed, from 1 to 5, and

repeat the experiment to get values averaged over 50 experimental

runs (95% confidence intervals are reported in the plots). 

Fig. 12 reports the mean collection time required for the Gate-

way to obtain the Data replies from all the M2M devices, start-

ing from the request transmission(s). Such a time includes (i) the
Please cite this article as: M. Amadeo et al., Information-centric netw

puter Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.
ransmission delay of both Data request (i.e., the Interest in NDN)

nd response (i.e., the Data in NDN) packets over the XBee ra-

io interface, (ii) the communication delay between the Rasp-

erry/Arduino devices and the Xbee shield 

3 , and (iii) additional

rocessing times at the Arduino board. 

First, we can observe that there are no remarkable differ-

nces between the legacy NDN and the COAP/UDP/6LoWPAN so-

utions. In fact, similarly to the legacy NDN, the devices imple-

enting Arduino- μIPv6Stack are sequentially polled by the Gate-

ay through request/response. In both cases, the request/response

ackets carry the same URI, i.e., the name that identifies the re-

uested data. Moreover, since the 6LoWPAN header is compressed,

OAP/UDP/6LoWPAN packets are only a few bytes larger than NDN

ackets. Therefore, the mildly better performance of legacy NDN

.r.t. the IP-based solution can be ascribed to the slightly smaller

acket transmission and processing times and, as previously dis-

ussed, to the lower implementation footprint compared to the

rduino- μIPv6Stack . 

In presence of a single source, the performance of legacy and

ulti-source NDN coincides with the CoAP-based solution. Overall,

hen varying the number of producers, the delay increases and

ore heavily when each single source needs to be addressed with

n Interest packet. Specifically, with five producers, the collection

ime values get significantly lower for the proposed multi-source

etrieval compared to the legacy NDN retrieval. The available tem-

erature data, in fact, are collected in around 300 ms with multi-

ource retrieval, while the legacy NDN takes 900 ms. This is due to

he fact that the legacy NDN requires an individual polling of the

ources, and a single Interest-Data exchange takes about 140 ms.

rocessing operations at the Arduino are indeed slow, due to the

ntrinsic hardware constraints of the device. Vice versa, the multi-

ource Interest allows the Arduino devices to process in parallel the

ingle request, and to build in parallel the correspondent answers.

ata packets are then sent with a short deferring time just to avoid

he collision. 

In addition to a reduction in the data collection time, the multi-

ource retrieval further benefits from a reduced network traffic and

oad on the constrained devices. The devices, in fact, will receive

nd process only one request from the Gateway, instead of being

orced to receive multiple (useless) Interests, which will be dis-

arded since they target a different temperature resource. 

To capture the beneficial effect of this reduced traffic and pro-

essing load, we compute the energy consumption at the Arduino

evices. To enable measurements, the Arduino is powered with a

tabilized power supplier, configured to provide a 9 V output volt-

ge (the same as the nominal value of the Arduino board). A 5 1/2

igit multimeter is also inserted, as illustrated in Fig. 13 , in order

o measure the current passing through the board. The multime-

er is connected via an USB interface to a laptop, where a Labview

pplication collects measurements of current. 

Fig. 14 shows the average energy consumption for a target Ar-

uino device during the collection process. 

Since the energy consumption is directly related to the time

pent in transmitting, processing and receiving packets, the per-

ormance in terms of energy consumption follows the trend of the

ata collection time. The legacy NDN solution slightly outperforms

he IP-based implementation, while, in presence of multiple de-

ices, the multi-source retrieval is more energy efficient than the

egacy NDN. 

The difference between legacy and multi-source NDN is again

ainly due to the fact that the legacy NDN generates an Interest
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Fig. 12. Average data collection time when varying the number of active M2M devices. 

Fig. 13. Setup for our power measurements: the laptop on the left hosts the appli- 

cation for evaluating performance of the M2M device. 
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or any resource that must be retrieved. Therefore, each Arduino

s involved in the reception and processing of multiple Interests,

ith consequent energy waste. With multi-source NDN, instead, a

ulti-source Interest is sent only once, thus reducing the load (and

nergy consumption) on the constrained devices. 
Fig. 14. Average energy consumption per received request per 

Please cite this article as: M. Amadeo et al., Information-centric netw

puter Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.
. Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented a communication framework that

everages the ICN paradigm for local M2M communications and

nables global access to the resources through the ETSI M2M

rchitecture. 

ICN and, in particular, the NDN instantiation, exhibits unique

eatures that well suit the requirements of M2M communica-

ions (e.g., information-centric applications, group-based commu- 

ications). Moreover, the hierarchical naming scheme is quite sim-

lar to the one devised within the ETSI M2M reference architec-

ure, hence facilitating the interoperability with remote entities.

e made the best of such factors and our work capitalized on the

esign of an ICN-based framework to support lightweight interac-

ions in an M2M Area Network with resource-constrained devices. 

We have assessed the viability of the proposed framework

hrough the deployment of a test-bed mimicking a home network

ith off-the-shelf low-cost devices equipped with an IEEE 802.15.4

nterface and embedding environmental sensors. 

The OM2M open source platform has been used to implement

he ETSI M2M system. It has been integrated with the ICN-capable

ome Area Network through an interworking proxy capability de-

loyed at the home Gateway. 
device when varying the number of active M2M devices. 
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Achieved experimental results confirmed that the proposed so-

lution provides a good trade-off in terms of simplicity of im-

plementation and performance. Moreover, the proposed solution

for group-based communications outperforms the legacy NDN one

Interest-one Data exchange and the IP-based implementation, and

it is flexible enough to group M2M devices according to their phys-

ical location or the sensed parameter, thanks to an expressive nam-

ing scheme. 
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